Introduction
Pseudo-Anosov maps were singled out by W. Thurston in connection with the problem of classifying diffeomorphisms of a compact connected C°° surface M up to isotopy {see [T] , [F-L-P] ). According to Thurston's classification, every diffeomorphism/of M is isotopic to an/' satisfying one of the following:
(i) /' is of finite order and is an isometry with respect to a Riemannian metric of constant curvature on M;
(ii) /' is a "reducible" diffeomorphism, i. e. it leaves a closed curve (possibly having several components) invariant. (In this case/' can be further analyzed by cutting along that curve);
(iii) /' is a pseudo-Anosov map (cf. paragraph 2). For every diffeomorphism / the possibilities of getting an /' satysfying (i) and (iii) [respectively (ii) and (iii)] are mutually exclusive.
Thurston's pseudo-Anosov maps are homeomorphisms which are C°° diffeomorphisms except at finitely many points (singularities). A pseudo-Anosov map preserves a natural absolutely continuous measure whose density is C 00 and positive except at the singularities, at which it vanishes. It is Bernoulli with respect to this measure [F-L-P, paragraphs 9-10]. If M is a torus, then a pseudo-Anosov map is an Anosov diffeomorphism. As will be observed below (cf. paragraph 2.4), for M with genus greater than 1, a pseudo-Anosov map cannot be made a diffeomorphism by a coordinate change which is smooth outside the singularities or even outside a sufficiently small neighborhood of the singularities. Thus, in order to find diffeomorphism models for (iii) with the same dynamical properties as pseudo- S^.=(p^lL=p^T:0^p=^, 27 7^^T= 27+^7 ll, I P P J 7=0,1, ...,^-L A singular leaf of 3-5 [g"] is defined to be a singularity x; together with the extension along 8 s [S" ] (away from x^) of a stable [unstable] prong at x^.
Since/is a homeomorphism, f(x^)=x^^ z=l, ..., m where <j is a permutation of {1, ..., m} such that^? (i) =p (a Q')) and/maps the stable prongs at x, into the stable prongŝ x a(i) (provided the a\s are chosen so that aj^^^a^^}. Henceforth (except in paragraph 2.4), we will assume that o{i)=i, ;=l,...,m, and /(Pf ^.)cP^., 7=0, .. . (0, 7,) or v|/, (^ 7,) ; v|/, is a C 00 embedding outside of the set of singularities. Moreover, for each te [0, /,] (v) Ifxeint R, and/(x)elnt R^ then:
which means that/(R^.) goes across R^.just one time.
In fact, in the construction in [F-L-P] , the \|/^ can be chosen so that for each (^)e [0,/jx[0,7j, (2.7) ^^^u]x{v}))=u and: 
1=1
The transition matrix A-^^^^N for the above Markov partition is given by:
The number ^ defined in (2.2) is the maximum absolute value of eigenvalues of A; log 'k is equal to the topological entropy of/[F-L-P, paragraph 10].
As is shown in [F-L-P] , the partition ^ = {R^, ..., R^} generates the Lebesgue sigma field under/ and (/ ^) is a mixing Markov process with respect to the normalization of the invariant measure on M given locally as a Cartesian product \^ x ^s. Hence, by [0] / is Bernoulli with respect to this (non-smooth) measure.
. 4. ESSENTIAL NON-SMOOTHNESS OF/ AT SINGULARITIES
PROPOSITION. -Let fhe a pseudo-Anosov map on M of the form described above, wJiere the genus of M is greater than 1, and let g he a C 1 dijfeomorphism of M. Then f cannot be topologically conjugate to g via a homeomorphism which is a C 1 diffeomorphism except at the singularities off.
Proof. -Suppose/^^/z" 1 , where h is a homeomorphism which is a C 1 diffeomorphism except at the singularities of/ Note that for each positive integer k,f k = hg k h~l and/^ is also a pseudo-Anosov map. Thus by replacing/by/ fe if necessary, we may again assume that the singularities of/ are fixed under/ and/ maps each stable [unstable] prong to itself. Let (g 5 , n 5 ) and (g", a") be the stable and unstable measured foliations for/with expansion constant ?i>l, as described in paragraph 2.2. Let ^={R^, ..., R^} be a Markov partition for/with transition matrix A^ = (^ij)i^^N sucn tnat tne conditions given in paragraph 2.3 are satisfied.
By the Euler-Poincare index theorem (generalized to foliations) [F-L-P, paragraph 5] , the genus of M being greater than 1 implies that (8 s , [I s ) and O", ^i") have at least one singularity each. Thus/has at least one singularity.
Let y be a singularity of/ Assume that the elements of ^ have been labeled so that y is a corner point of R^. Since/fixes the stable and unstable prongs at v, it is easy to see that Clearly y^ is a periodic point for/, and it is easy to check that it cannot be a singular point for/. Thus, for each y^ there exists a neighborhood V = V (q} of the set of singular points for/such that/" y^ t V for each integer n. Note that at each nonsingular point/and/" 1 have characteristic exponents [P] log^ and -log?i. Since dh and dh~1 are bounded on M\V and /^M\/zV, respectively, it follows that g and g~1 also have characteristic exponents log ^ and -log 'k at each hy^.
We now examine the possibilities for dg^y. Consider a local trivialization of TM near hy in which B=dg^y is a matrix representation in Jordan canonical form.
Case 1 ;
B -^:) iT
his is the most complicated case. We will give the argument for this case in full detail and be more sketchy with the other cases.
We have:
Choose s>0 and K^ 1 such that:
Then there exists §>0 such that if ||B,-B||<5 for /=0, ..., K-l, then:
Choose a neighborhood \J of y sufficiently small so that if^eU, then with respect to the above-chosen coordinate system, -B||<5, ||^--B||<5,...,||^^^-B||<5. Next chooser such that if ye U cl tint U /-^i I thence U. Finally let ^=2^+^K,
where n is large. Then:
Note that the limit of the right hand side as n ^ TO is log(K+e)/K<log \. I/a/ both characteristic exponents less than log ^ at hy^ for sufficiently large q.
Case 3 : B has complex eigenvalues a, a. Suppose | a | ^ 1. Then B is conjugate to a rotation composed with a contraction by |oc|. Consequently, using the construction described in Case 1 and taking q sufficiently large, we could get the characteristic exponents of g at hy to be arbitrarily close to log | oc |, in particular less than log ?i, a contradiction. The case | a | > 1 is similar. [S, paragraph 1.2] , the local stable manifold at hy is homeomorphic to an interval, which is topologically inconsistent with the existence of at least three stable prongs at y.
As the referee pointed out, this proposition implies the following corollary.
COROLLARY. -There exists a neighborhood^ of the singular set such that ifh is a conjugacy off to C 1 map g then h is not C 1 on M\V.
Proof. -Since h~1 gh=fthen for every n, h=g n hf~n. If the neighborhood V is small enough then each point different from a singularity has an iterate under / which is not in M\V. Thus h must be C 1 outside of the singular set which contradics the proposition.
Construction of smooth pseudo-Anosov maps
Let/ be a pseudo-Anosov map with expansion constant X> 1, as discussed in paragraph 2. We now describe the construction of a C 00 diffeomorphism g, which is topologically conjugate to / through a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity, and which is Bernoulli with respect to an invariant measure given by a smooth positive density.
Our construction consists of a local perturbation of / in a neighborhood of each singularity. In each stable sector it coincides up to the coordinate change 0^ with the "slowing-down" (n° 2) part of the construction from [K, paragraph 2] . The coordinate change 0^ brings the invariant measure for the slowed-down map back to the Lebesgue measure, thus substituting for the "blowing-up" (n° 3) part of the above-mentioned construction. Henceforth we will refer directly to the equations from [K, paragraph 4] and estimates concerning this construction from [B-F-K, Proposition 2.3].
We should also mention that the proof of Corollary 4.3 (and consequently Proposition 2.1) in [K] is incomplete. For, as M Rees pointed out, the statement from [G] about expansive maps in the closure of Anosov diffeomorphisms is not proved. This gap can be filled by the use ofJ. Franks' Theorem [F, Prop. 2 .1] and the fact that lim /(^r"y)= oo for n-^ oo every stable curve y (cf. paragraph 5). (This fact is a weaker, non-uniform version of our Corollary 6.2, and it is much easier to prove.) Indeed, there is a principal difference between the total case and the pseudo-Anosov case for manifolds of genus greater than 1 because the analog of Franks' theorem is false. Thus, Markov partitions provide a more powerful and more universal (but also more difficult) method of proving the topological conjugacy between the "model" and the perturbed map. The main. new technical difficulty in this proof is the establishing of uniform contraction for stable curves. This is done in paragraph 5, which is due completely to the first author.
For i=l, ..., m, let a\ =(2/p(i)) a\ (i)/2 , and for r>0 such that r^a\, let D^cp^1^^^/^^.,,). Then, in particular, D^=q>^1^, Assume that the a^s were chosen so that D^, n D^. =0 for; ^j\ 1 ^ f, j ^ m. For r > 0 such that r ^ a\ for ; = 1, ..., m, letD^UD^.
Since:
Q,, (p,(D^nSf,,) (It then follows from the definition of F that the same inclusions will also hold with F replaced byF-1 .) (3.5) For some positive integer q:
(See Fig. 1 .) (3.6) If P is the maximum number of prongs at a singularity of/, then:
(3.7) If Hi and H^ are branches of hyperbolas given by s^ s^ = §i, s^ ^0, and s^ s^ = §2? i^O, respectively, which pass through Q), and y is a connected curve lying between H^ and H^ which has a poipt lying in the region (^\^) n {(^i, ^2) : s^ ^ | ^ I} and whose tangent vectors all lie within 45° of the vertical direction in the (^, s^) coordinate system, then y lies in ,\Q),^ and:
where / and d denote the usual Cartesian length and distance, respectively, in the (^, s^) coordinate system. We now define the "slow-down function" ^p corresponding to a /?-prong singularity, 3^7?^P, on the interval [0, oo) by:
(ii) ^Vp is C 00 except at 0;
Note that F is the time-one map for the vector field v given by:
Now consider the vector field i\p given by:
Let Gp be defined on ^ as the time-one map of^. Since ^^ c F (^^), Gp coincides with F in Q),\Q), . Thus we define g : M -^ M by:
Obviously, g is a homeomorphism which is C 00 everywhere except possibly at the singularities jq, ..., x^. In fact, we will see that it is C 00 everywhere; moreover, in a neighborhood of each singular point, g is real-analytic. In order to prove this, we will show pd)-i that locally the vector field U ((pi~1 O^"})^ (^vp .), which generates g, is Hamiltonian with j=0 respect to the volume element generating the Lebesgue measure and its Hamiltonian function is real-analytic.
Smoothness of g
Fix a singular point x, and let/? =p (/). Consider the z = ^ + /^ = P ^I T coordinate systems on D^1 given by the chart ((pp U^) and the coordinate systems w = ^ + ^2 = ^l 9 on ^, where 0^y=0, ..., T?-I, is defined on 2^ n {(^i, ^2) : ^i^} ^v : or, equivalently,
T=-e+--where "^6^,.
In each sector D^ n S[ ^, ^ is given, in the z-coordinate system, as the time-one map of the vector field (0^ ) ^ v^y . The function H given by H(^i, ^)=(fr2^).yi ^2 ls Hamiltonian for the vector field v with respect to the volume element ds^ ds^. Hence H is also Hamiltonian for i^ with respect to ds^ds^l^p (s^-\-s^) . Then Hi=HoO^ ^ is Hamiltonian for (^JU^) with respect to (0^,)* ?1 ^2/^p (^+^))-We will show that in ^((D^)* ?1 A2/^p(^+^)) is the Lebesgue measure ^dpd^=dt^dt^ and H^ is real analytic in the (^, t^} coordinate system. It then follows that g is real analytic in D;^.
We first compute (0^ ^.)* (^i ^/^(^ +^))-
Thus:
r^-^^dr and JT=-J6.
Hence:
Next we compute H^. In polar coordinates H is given by:
and:^i ! hence real analytic.
Uniform Contraction Lemma
Let ( [unstable} prongs.) Proof. -The differential equations for (^, £,2) under the flow given by the vector field ((p^1 0^) ^ i^ , which generates^ in the sector S^. at x^ written in the (s^, s^)-=<S)^j{t^, t^) coordinate system, are identical with those given in (4.1) of [K] (making the notational substitution of^for v|/J. Since we also have dg(^ ^)-df^ ^)=(±Hi. ±(1A)^) m at points outside \J D;, which is the only other fact needed in the proof of the analogous 1=1 Proposition 4.1 in [K] , our proposition follows. D As in [K] , E^E^ for xe\JPl\{^ ..., x,} and E^=E^ for xe(JP^\{xi, ..., x^}. Now let L^. be given as in (2.9). We claim that E; ^ = E^ î . j for xeL^ j\{x^, ..., x^}. If L^^P^ this is clear; otherwise take the first positive integer n such that /" (P[ ^ ^L^ j. Note that it follows from (3.3) that /" (P^ j}=g 11 (P^ ŵ hich together with the f^-and g^-invariance of the line fields E^ ^ and E^ ^, respectively, establishes the claim, i.e., by (2.9), each vector tangent to a ^Rp 7=1, .. ., N, lies in E^ g. Similarly for S, R^. and E^ ^.
We will call a curve stable [unstable] if it is connected and its tangent vector at each point x on it belongs to E^\{0} [E^\{0}]. For convenience we also assume that stable curves do not contain x^, .. ., x^ as interior points. Since the same simple argument as in [K, Corollary 4.1] shows that E^g and E^ depend continuously on x for x£M\{xi, ...,x^}, we can conclude from the existence theorems for differential equations that for each x e M \ {x^, ..., x^ }, there exists at least one stable [unstable] curve through x.
Uniqueness of such stable [unstable] curves will be shown in paragraph 6. In fact this will follow from the Uniform Contraction Lemma below, which is also crucial for establishing the topological conjugacy between/and g.
We now proceed to establish some properties of stable curves which we need to prove the Lemma. Proof. -Property (5.6) is obvious from the definition of a stable curve. Suppose (5.7) is false. Then there exists a stable sector S^ j such that y intersects one of the stable prongs bounding S^ p but also contains points in int S^ j. Then applying large positive powers of G^) to <E\ ^-(pf(y) gives curves which have a point on the ^-axis arbitrarily close to (0, 0) and a point arbitrarily close to (^o, 0). But such curves cannot satisfy the cone condition, a contradiction. Hence (5.7) holds.
Finally let us establish (5.8). Suppose the tangent vector T| to <D, ^ (p, (y) at s lies in (top half of jTs") n (vectors pointing into the region s^s^ < § or tangent to s^s^ =5). Then under the flow of ^ ^, T| is transformed into a vector in (top half of J^"y ) n (vectors pointing into the region s^s^ < 5 or tangent to s^s^ =5), where y is a point on s^s^ = 5, ^ > s^ > 0. But for such a point y this intersection is empty. Hence T| cannot lie in (to half of Jf\~) n (vectors pointing into the region s^s^ <5 or tangent to s^s^ =5). By reversing the time parameter of y, it follows that r| cannot lie in (bottom half of JT^) n (vectors pointing into the region 2 >S or tangent to ^2=8). Thus Remark. -Clearly if there is some T > 0 for which the lemma is true, then it is true for every T > 0. We will simply choose a T which is convenient for the proof. for <^eE^ g, xeDc r, such that g^c x is defined. Here we take dg^ Ac:M, to be the map:
dg^. TA-^TA by (^L^^L where n^ is the first return time of-x to A. As in paragraph 3, let P be the largest number of prongs of any singularity of the (3", a") foliation.
(5.10) Let a be an integer such that for each p\ 3^7?^P^ andforxe^.^G" 1 ^, there exists an integer a\Q<a /^a , such that:
G^ (x) e(^\^) n {(s,, s,): s, > \ s, \}.
Let ^Q be the region bounded by {(s^, s^): s^ =0},
B^n{(^,^)^i^l^l}.
and the branches of hyperbolas s^s^ =r^/2, s^ ^0 and:
2=^°, ^1^0.
(5.11) Choose T' such that:
0<T'<min(l, r'Q-rQ, r^-r^ r^-r^ r^-r^^r^. (5.18) Let b be a positive integer such that for each (^, ^)^r\^i ^d each/?, 3^7?^P, there exists an integer n, 0<n^b such that Gp"(>yi, 5-2) e^.
Choose ^' such that:
and if 53 is chosen sufficiently small and ^3 is as in (5.12), then: 
c"). (5.27) Finally choose yr>(^+ 1) max(/2i +1, n^-\-\).
Keeping the notation in the above set-up, we now formulate and prove Lemmas 5.3-5.7, which will be used in the proof of the Uniform Contraction Lemma. Proof. -We give the argument for B^. That for B^ and B3 is identical, while that for Bg requires one small change which we mention below. Since y is connected, it lies in a single component ofB^. Consequently, it is contained in some D^cD^, the domain of the (iv) 7/' ^^ hypothesis qf(n) holds with ^ replaced by ^, then:
andifk^n^, /(^f e y)<8£". Thus:
Proof of (i)
Then applying the cone condition again, we see that: Therefore:
This completes the proof of (i). 
Proof of (ii

Proof of (iii). -The argument is the same as for (i), because ^2
is defined in terms ofc", nâ nd FQ analogously to the way ^i is defined in terms of £', no and r'Q. Proof. -Since ^~1 y0 B = 0 and ^f c ypi B ^ 0, there is some point .\-e ^ -' y lying in the domain of some 0(p=(I)^(p^. such that:
Proof of (iv
Suppose that l(g k~l y)^T'. (This assumption will be justified below.) Then by the choice ofr' given in (5.11) and by (5.13), ^^y lies in the domain of0(p and:
Then by (3.5), we have: For m > 0 such that y^ ^ 0, we have k-\-q>m. Then since ^f e-1 ~ q y^ and ^w y^ both lie in D^, it follows from (5.9) that: -^yJ^Co/^y.KCo^yJ.
Also, since yo and g k~l~q yo both lie in D;^, it follows again from (5.9) that:^y o^Co^yo). and:
The argument for Case 1 involves three steps: estimating, in order, /(^°y), /te^y) and "y). Thus we have /(^°y)<T' in both subcases.
Step 2. -We proceed with the estimate for Z(^1 y). By the assumption of Case 1, ifxey, then ^x=gy^°x, where j^n^. Thus, it follows from (5.24) and (5.26) that: /(^y^CK^/^y^CK^T^CK^e".
Step 3. -Since e'^s^s, if^i=^, we are done with Case 1. Suppose k^ <n. Then ynB^, while g^y, . .., g"y intersect B. Since /C^yKe"^', by Lemma 5.5 (ii),
Proof for Case 2. -Let/Co=min{y^0:^y, ^' +1 y, ..., g^^'^j all intersect B} and^i =max {k'^j^n :^°y, ^0 +1 y, . . ., ^'y all intersect B } and let/^ be as in Case 1, if defined. We estimate, in order, /(^°y), /(^'y), l(g kl 7} and ^^"Y)'
Also, since by (5.18) it is possible to move any point on g" y^ out ofD^ in at most b iterates of g~\ (5.9) and (5.28) imply that:
/(^y^J^Co/^y,).
Finally we estimate l(g nr y^}. Let ;' be the first positive integer such that for some point ce0(p(^"yj, G^ce^,,^^. Then ^""'Yi, ..., ^"Yi all lie in B^. Now if "'"'yi^min^o-^, r^ -^o).
we have:
(^yiM^V^n^.
Since ^""^YicD^ and ^'^"'Yi C:D^, where 0<a'^<3, and^<^z-f,
Thus we can use a truncation argument, as in the proof of Lemma 5.7, to see that, in fact, we must have /(^""'y^^min^o-^i,^"^)
to begin with and, consequently, /(^Yi^rCoS". Since ^Yi, • . .^"Yi all lie in B^. It follows from Lemma 5.5 (i),
< 18 P Co s"+8 s'^-J^^ Co (9s") <27CoJ a+b 8"+88 / <9s'<min(8, T').
Now another truncation argument can be used to justify the initial assumption that "y)^T'. Therefore/(^"Y)<£-D Proof. -Suppose that the statement were not correct. Then, replacing, if necessary, x by another point on y^ n y^, we can keep all the assumptions and also assume that arbitrarily close to x there are both points belonging to Yi\Y2 ^d to Y2\Yr
Corollaries of Uniform Contraction Lemma and Uniqueness of Stable Curves
Let us choose a point y e Yi\Y2-Since the angle between E^ g and E^ g is bounded away from 0 outside any fixed neighborhood of { x^, ..., x^}, if y is chosen sufficiently close to x, then there is a short unstable curve y' which passes through y and intersects y^. (Recall that close to x the tangents to y^ and y^ are almost parallel.) Let us denote the point of intersection ofy^ and y' by z (cf. Fig. 3) . Obviously,
.
(Recall that d is the distance generated by our metric p (cf. paragraph 3). Thus, by Corollary 6.1, d(g n (y\ ^"(z)) goes to 0 as n -> oo uniformly for all y sufficiently close to x.
On the other hand, by Corollary 6.3, the length of the images of the segment ofy' which connects 3; and z goes to oo as n -^ GO . Furthermore, there exist constants 80 > 0, C > 0, such that if an unstable curve F of length ^80 connects the points y^, y^ then:
Choosing the point y sufficiently close to x, one can assure that for some n > ^ (C £o/2 J), (6.3) J-^o^te-y')ŵ here J= max || ^||.
x It follows from (6.2) and (6.3) that:^g^J^C so, which by (6.1) contradicts the Uniform Contraction Lemma. D
Topological Conjugacy of the Pseudo-Anosov Map / and the Diffeomorphism g
Let us now consider one of the Markov rectangles R, provided with a coordinate system (u, 'v) determined by the invariant foliations and invariant measures of the map/ (cf. paragraph 2); for the sake of brevity, we will omit the index showing the dependence of the coordinate system on i. The ' 'vertical" sides of the rectangle u =0 and u = /^ are pieces of stable leaves of some of the singular points; they will remain stable curves for g as well (cf. paragraph 5). Furthermore, a connected component of the intersection of a (sufficiently large) stable curve with R^ has the form:
Obviously, every connected stable curve in R^ can be extended to a curve of the form (7.1). Thus we can call every stable curve of the form (7.1) a maximal stable curve in R(. Let us recall that we can associate with / the following N x N (0-1) matrix:
By (3.3), ^R,=/R^., for every ;==1, ..., N. Thus the corresponding matrix A 0 coincides with A^. Henceforth, we will denote this matrix simply by A.
As in paragraph 2.4, a finite sequence ^"^(ao, ..., a^_i), a;G{ 1, .. ., N}, is called admissible if a^ ^=1 for z==l, ..., n-1. Accordingly an infinite sequence <J=(<JQ, Oi, ...) is admissible \fa^ ^ ^ ^=lfor/=l,2, ... Let us denote for any admissible sequencê "^((JQ, .. ., a^_i), the following set:
R^>=n r%.
1=0
Since the pre-image of a stable curve is a stable curve and the partition {R^, .. ., R^} has the Markov property with respect to g, one can see that in the Markov coordinates (u, v) in R^ , the set R^, has the form:
where graph (pi and graph (p^ are two stables curves, and consequently (p^ (v)<(p2(v) and: the form (7.2), where (7.3) is satisfied. If (p^ = cp^, then the maximal stable curve in Rŵ hich begins at the point ((pi (0), 0) must coincide with R^. For, Proposition 6.1 assures that this maximal stable curve must lie inside every set R^o and R^ is the only set of the form (7.2) which contains the point ((pi (0), 0) and satisfies that condition. So it remains to prove that (pi =(p2.
(n) (i;) ^ M ^ cp^( n) (i;)}. Then the sequence of functions (p? (n) is nondecreasing, and converges pointwise to (p^ and similarly for (p^^ and (p^. The Lipschitz condition (7.3) is satisfied for all (p^( n) and (p^( n) . Consequently, the convergence of(p^( n) to (pi and of (p^^ to cp^ is uniform.
On the other hand, let us consider the set ^""^R^cR^ ^. The images of the curves graph cp^^ and graph ^( n) are pieces of two components of the stable boundary of the rectangle R^_,. Every maximal unstable curve in R^ which begins at a point y e g n ~1 (graph (p? (n) ) stays within the set g n ~1 R^) (uniqueness of unstable curves) Hence, we can connect every such point y to a point at g"~1 (graph (p^^) by an unstable curve. Applying Corollary 6.3, we can see that given e > 0, there exists J^ (s) such that tor >J / \(E), the distance from every point x e graph (p^^ to graph (p^^ is less than e. Letting n -> oo and using the uniform convergence of (p?^ to (p^, i=l, 2, we conclude that graph (p^ belongs to the closure of graph (p^, i. e. (p^ =(p^. Q
The maximal stable curve in R; which begins at the point (u, 0) can be represented in the form graph (py.
Proof. -Let us fix UQ and represent the maximal stable curve graph (p^ as R^ for some admissible infinite sequence cr=0', cii, c^, . . .). If this representation is unique, then for every n, cp^( n) < (p^ < cp^( M) , the functions cp^ ^tonverge uniformly to (p^ from below, and the (v) . Thus, the family (p^ is continuous at UQ.
If the representation is not unique, then for some HQ either (py =(p^(" o) (y) or (p^ = cp^"^ (v). In the first case there is exactly one more admissible sequence a = (;', a^, ...) such that (p^ =(p^(" o) . Thus, for all n, cp^^cp^ ^^ and both sequences (p^ and (p^ĉ onverge to (p^. Now the same arguments as above work. The second case is similar. D Remarks 1. -Since the line field E^ is continuous outside the singular points, it follows from Proposition 7.2 that for u -^ 0, the family of functions (py is continuous in C 1 topology.
2. Since the Markov coordinate systems in adjacent rectangles agree, Proposition 7.2 implies that stable curves form a continuous foliation with singularities at the points ;q, ..., x^. The same arguments show that unstable curves form another continuous foliation transversal to the first one outside the singularities. Let us denote these stable and unstable foliations by g^ and 8^, respectively. Now we are prepared to carry out the final step in the proof of topological conjugacy of the pseudo-Anosov map / and the diffeomorphism g. Let us recall several notations. The eigenvalue of the matrix A with maximal absolute eigenvalue is denoted by ^. Actually ^ is positive, and log X-is equal to the topological entropy of the map/. A positive eigenvector of A corresponds to the eigenvalue 'k. We denote this vector /=(/i, ..., l^). We assume that the vector / is normalized, i. e., 2^L i /; = 1. By adjusting the transverse measure ^s = ^1} by a constant multiple if necessary, we may also assume that I, is equal to the transverse measure H}(Yy), where Yy is an unstable side of the rectangle R^. Similarly, if we let7==(7i, .. ..Tjjbe the normalized positive eigenvector of the adjoint matrix A*, then 7^ may be assume to be equal to H}(y;). Proof. -We will give the proof only for the stable foliation. The unstable foliation is considered similarly.
Since the two foliations are transversal, in order to define the measure \\: s , it suffices to define it for unstable curves. Moreover, we can do it separately in each rectangle R; and only for arcs on the unstable boundary of the rectangle, and then check that the measures agree on the intersection of any two rectangles.
We begin with the definition of p^ on y^ by (ii). Since: where the union is taken over the set of all admissible sequences a^^'.Oi, . . .,a^_i). Let y^n) be an intersection of a component of the unstable boundary R^ with R^ ^. We define:
It follows easily from (7.4) that this definition is consistent, i.e., for every admissible sequence a^^', a^, ..., a^_J and every n>m, we have:
where the summation is taken over all admissible sequences a^ which begin with a^. It follows from Corollary 6.3 that the maximal length ofy^n) over all admissible a^ goes to 0 as n -> oo. Thus, applying a standard approximation procedure, we can define j^(oc) for every arc a of the unstable boundary of R^.
However, the same arc a has an intersection with a boundary component of at least one more rectangle. In fact, cutting oe into pieces, we can consider each piece separately and assume that from the beginning oc belongs to exactly one more tectangle. Thus occy n y', where y and y' are components of the unstable boundaries of the rectangles R; and R., respectively. Let us temporarily denote the measure u^ defined in R, and R^. by a, and a^., respectively. So we have to show that: DEFINITION. -We will call the curve y^, a regular component ofy if g" y^n) c: Int R^ . Ify^o.) is a regular component ofy, then it is also a regular component ofy', and by (7.5), obviously:
(7-7) ^(ya<"')=^(ya<4
For a c y, let us denote by o^ the union of all y^n, which lie inside oc and by a^ the union of all y^«) which have a non-empty intersection with a. Obviously, a, (a) = lim a, (aj = lim u, (aj.
n n Equality (7.6) follows immediately from (7.7) and the following lemma.
LEMMA. -Let ac:y and suppose both ends of a are different from singular points •Xi, ...,x^. Then for any sufficiently large n all y^o which belong to a^ are regular components ofy.
singularities (and no multi-prong singularities). In [F-L-P] , maps having this type of singularity as well as those previously allowed are called generalized pseudo-Anosov maps. Any generalized pseudo-Anosov map can be modified by a local perturbation consisting of a "slowing-down" and "blowing-up" procedure described in [K, paragraph 2] to produce a diffeomorphism preserving a smooth measure which is topologically conjugate to the original map via a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity. Here the "blowing-up" part of the construction cannot be omitted was possible in the previous case, but with this additional step the arguments given above still work.
2. Pseudo-Anosov maps on surfaces with boundary. Singularities on the boundary correspond to local charts satisfying (2.1) with D^ replaced by D^ n {z : Rez^O} or by D^ n [z : Rez^O}. The theory of such maps is outlined in [F-L-P, 11].
The referee pointed out that their description contains a mistake noticed by Jiang. Namely, a Pseudo-Anosov map should not be required to be the identity of the boundary. For exemple, a boundary component may consist of two hyperbolic fixed points x and y together with two branches of the stable manifold of x which at the same time is the unstable manifold of y. Our smoothing construction can be applied to this more general case.
3. Similar comments can be made for pseudo-Anosov maps on non-onentable surfaces with or without boundary. As soon as the generalization of the topological theory mentioned in paragraph 1 of [F-L-P] is developed, the smoothing procedure is completely parallel to that in the orientable case.
Of course, the complications and generalizations given above may be combined and dealt with in the same manner.
